
OVERVIEW

For decades, IT has battled with the problem
of a shrinking batch window. Seasoned main-
frame professionals have long recognized the
challenge. To a large extent, those responsible
for achieving efficient batch processing—
batch processing that completes on time with-
in the appropriate window of opportunity—
have become victims of their own success,
rewarded by increased workloads and
demands for increased throughput for the
shrinking batch window.

While folklore of the mid-1980s predicted the
demise of batch processing, batch processing

instead has grown larger and more complex.
The ability of an organization to successfully
complete daily batch processing within a finite
window of opportunity is continually being
assailed. This assault jeopardizes the ability of IT
to deliver on Service Level Agreements (SLAs).

Further, any increase in the amount of time
required to complete batch processing results
in a reduction of available time for online
systems—a situation that is particularly
painful and costly when online systems oper-
ate in conjunction with Internet-based or
Web-based applications.

An increase in batch processing times, and
the resulting decrease in the time available for

online systems, eventually causes a reduction
in customer and user satisfaction, a negative
impact on revenue, and may even threaten the
continued existence of an organization.

It is impossible to identify a single cause
for the shrinking batch window. Instead, a
variety of reasons, including excessive
resources spent on the backup and recovery of
large data files, failure of batch jobs to run to
a successful completion, system stoppages
and inaccurate or inefficient job scheduling,
result in processing delays. Added to these
negative issues is the constant need for an
expanded batch window due to increased
business and IT workloads.
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This ar ticle explores some of the causes of
the shrinking batch window issue and offers
solutions that can speed backups and improve
application batch processing.
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The many causes of processing delays
represent a formula for disaster. And it is not
a disaster that can be fixed and forgotten.
Once the current batch window problem is
solved it will quickly rear its head again as
data and processing volumes continue to
increase. A batch window solution is needed
to address current batch window problems.
This solution must contain the flexibility and
scalability to address the continued, future
growth of batch processing.

Advanced batch window solutions help
organizations substantially improve batch pro-
cessing while complementing, leveraging and
improving upon the past and current attempts
taken by IT organizations to improve throughput.

Such solutions optimize batch processing
today while providing the ability to accommo-
date future growth in batch processing volume.

HISTORICAL BATTLE LINES: IN
SEARCH OF THE SILVER BULLET

Historically, initiatives taken to prevent the
shrinking batch window have been singular,
addressing specific issues whenever process-
ing delays became chronic. For example,
organizations have tried to reduce the batch
window by implementing job scheduling solu-
tions and attempting to eliminate resource
contention. Some initiatives have attempted to
remove serialization from batch jobs and
increase processing concurrency.

Others have tried to schedule batch jobs
during off-peak hours when online systems
are scheduled to be unavailable. Many compa-
nies have tried some or all of these approaches.
While somewhat helpful initially, these solu-
tions eventually prove to fall short over time,
especially as batch volumes continue to grow
and especially when realized processing
improvements result in an organization
demanding to push more requirements into the
batch pipeline.

Some of the most common attempts at bat-
tling the shrinking batch window include
hardware-based solutions, job scheduling,
faster backup utilities and constant “tweaking.”

HARDWARE-BASED SOLUTIONS

Too often, hardware is thrown at the shrink-
ing batch window problem as a solution.
Hardware including disk, tape, disk cache and
virtual tape systems (VTS) as well as CPU
upgrades, may provide some relief.

However, the software systems surrounding
the media may carry an annual price tag in the

millions of dollars. These media software
solutions also compound the shrinking batch
window problem due to excess CPU utilization,
increased batch processing time or unaccept-
able response times.

Additionally, the cost of media and life of
media, combined with normal wear and
replacement requirements, offsets the value as
a singular solution. While somewhat success-
ful, hardware-based solutions are by no means
the “silver bullet.”

JOB SCHEDULING SOFTWARE

Sophisticated job scheduling software has
improved resource allocation across the sys-
plex, resulting in enhanced overall through-
put. Armed with the ability to automatically
submit, monitor and manage batch jobs, job
scheduling tools eliminate delays between
job submission, reduce gaps in processing,
and balance workloads to ensure optimum
resource utilization.

Still, while combining scheduling software
in conjunction with a hardware-based solution
may provide short-term relief, the growth of
data volume will tend to slow processing.

BACKUP UTILITIES

Throughout the years, backup utilities have
improved in performance and flexibility,
allowing concurrent access to files from both
batch and online applications, eliminating or
at least greatly reducing the need for online
application downtime.

Additionally, improved processing capa-
bilities within these utilities have helped
organizations back up larger and larger files
in shorter periods of time. Backup utilities,
however, provide little relief to typical daily,
heavy-duty I/O processing where files are
read and updated.

There are many approaches to solving the
batch window problem, but none offer the
total solution. Job scheduling provides short-
term relief. Improved backup utilities have not
kept up with the volume of data.

CONSTANT “TWEAKING”

To improve batch processing, organizations
have leveraged existing data sources, known
tuning techniques and resource management
analysis knowledge to tweak the nightly batch
stream. For many companies, this is a daily
occurrence. Unfortunately, such “tweaking”
can only occur after-the-fact—after monitor-

ing reveals activities that have already begun
to slow. And with this approach, IT profes-
sionals can only hope to realize improvement
during the next batch cycle.

Worse, tweaking can result in frequent,
unplanned and dangerous reactionary appli-
cation and system modifications. While
reactionary modifications may appear to solve
immediate performance degradation problems,
they can have a detrimental effect on any
number of related business systems and appli-
cations. For example, reactionary changes
made to the processing of a single subroutine
can result in program failures to the many
other main programs.

CURRENT ISSUES CAUSE
FURTHER SLOWDOWNS

Historical issues have been complicated by
today’s realities: any previous advances are
frustrated by growth of existing workloads,
increased volumes of data and demands by
customers and users for 24/7 access to infor-
mation. Little has changed regarding batch
window issues, and past fixes often appear to
be patchwork corrections.

And it appears as if the problem will con-
tinue. According to many industry experts, the
growth of production data compounds an
average of 30 percent per year. This translates
to the compression of the batch window by
five percent to seven percent each month.

Customers and users now armed with Internet
access to manage their own applications (such as
finances and making online purchases), further
compress the time allocated to process nightly
batch work.

Additionally, according to the Standish
Group, the cost of downtime for mission-critical
applications ranges from $10,000 to $100,000
per minute. The causes of these downtimes
include the following:

21% - Hardware
19% - Maintenance and Upgrades
15% - Operator Error
13% - Application Bugs
11% - Environmental Issues

The downtime for many of these applica-
tions occurs as a result of problems in the
batch window environment. These problems
can translate into very significant losses to
large enterprises.

Any solution would have to solve the
existing problems while providing the capa-
bility to address batch window problems in
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the future. A solution would then have to
actually grow with the shrinking batch win-
dow problem in order for it to continually
address the problem.

With production data growing at an average of
30 percent per year and cost of downtime increas-
ing, there is no relief in sight. Constant tweaking
is inefficient, time-consuming and risky.

COMPREHENSIVE BLENDING
OF SOLUTIONS

A competent, successful IT staff can be its
own worst enemy when providing batch window
solutions. Unless a solution is found that does
not just solve current problems but represents
a solution that adapts for future growth, the IT
organization will continually find itself with
this batch window problem.

What is needed is a method that leverages
lessons learned throughout the years while
solving new problems for the foreseeable
future. In today’s fast-paced and changing oper-
ational environment, an approach is necessary
to solve the shrinking batch window problem,
while leveraging past and current solutions
and maintaining the flexibility for future
growth and better resource utilization.

The lesson learned during the past few
decades is that no single solution can solve all
of the shrinking batch window problems.

ADVANCED BATCH
WINDOW SOLUTIONS

Contrary to the predictions of some, batch
processing has continued to increase to sup-
port new and evolving business require-
ments. Batch window optimization—in the
form of reduced processing times—is the
only way organizations can battle the
shrinking batch window.

Reducing batch processing time is the ulti-
mate deliverable of advanced batch window
solutions. First and foremost, such solutions
reduce the runtimes of the current batch envi-
ronment by lowering the actual processing
time for individual batch jobs.

In addition, these solutions help reduce the
shrinking batch window without introducing
reactionary application or system modifica-
tions, and without requiring changes to existing
operational processes, routines or procedures.

Moreover, these solutions minimize disrup-
tion to the batch environment, but leverage the
lessons learned.

In so doing, these solutions recognize that
any reduction in physical disk I/Os will pro-

vide the best overall return on organizational
investment. That’s because disk access is
currently estimated to be a minimum of 1000
times slower than memory access.

How much of an improvement in process-
ing performance can be realized if I/O never
occurred? The potential for improvement is
enormous. Any solution incorporating hardware
or software, that stages data in memory and
reduces physical I/Os will reduce the expansion
or growth of the batch window.

The actual reduction of physical I/Os will free
up the necessary batch window resources, pro-
viding additional batch window capability to add
additional processing that many IT organizations
would then allocate to the on-line day.

In today’s environment, batch VSAM
updates and backups constitute a very major
portion of the batch window’s critical path
for most mainframe environments. Yet
VSAM processing has traditionally been I/O
intensive, resulting in substantially increased
processing times.

ELIMINATION OF I/O IS THE
FOUNDATION OF ADVANCED
BATCH WINDOW SOLUTIONS

Elimination of I/O translates into a major
reduction in batch processing times. The best
I/O is the I/O that never takes place. By opti-
mizing VSAM I/O operations, advanced batch
window solutions can cut minutes or even
hours from the batch window workload.

Core technology contained within these
solutions defers writing of physical data and
allows batch programs to avoid use of disk
until absolutely necessary. Most impor-
tantly, this core technology allows the
batch programs to take advantage of sys-
tem memory—an advantage that is more
than 1000 percent faster.

By automatically and dynamically reducing
the time required to apply batch updates to
VSAM and sequential files, batch runtimes
can be reduced by 50 percent to 90 percent.

Without requiring changes to applications,
processing or other components of the envi-
ronment, the I/O-avoidance techniques of the
advanced batch window solutions can prove to
be invaluable tools in the battle against the
shrinking batch window.

AUTOMATIC KNOWLEDGE
AND ADJUSTMENT

Advanced batch solutions recognize that the
most efficient updates to VSAM and sequen-

tial files are based on the type of access
required by the batch program, the type of
update and device type.

Yet with thousands upon thousands of files
stored on hundreds upon hundreds of devices,
it is virtually impossible for any group of peo-
ple to proactively “tune” access.

Contained within these solutions is knowl-
edge of files, access methods and storage
types, combined with automatic adjustment
capabilities—knowledge that is crucial to
reduce the time needed to apply batch updates
to VSAM and sequential files.

Additionally, using information such as
runtime buffer allocations, LSR and NSR
pools, along with specific rules for cus-
tomization, advanced batch solutions make
it possible to ensure the best I/O is delivered
for each individual file throughout the
OS/390® enterprise.

FASTER VSAM BACKUPS

With advanced batch solutions, the same
methods used to improve application batch
processing can be used to substantially
reduce the time needed to backup and
restore VSAM files. However, backup and
restore processing can realize a far greater
improvement by capturing and maintaining
the integrity of only changed VSAM
records. Similar to incremental backups per-
formed at the DASD volume level, the time
required to complete backups of VSAM
files can be dramatically reduced by retriev-
ing only modified records. This reduces the
need to perform resource intensive backups
of the entire VSAM database before and
after batch updates.

CONCLUSION

Organizations with mainframe environ-
ments should consider today the merits of
adopting an advanced batch window solution
to increase the speed of backups and to
improve application batch processing. Such a
decision will go a long way toward minimizing
interruptions and improving the productivity
of the mainframe shop.   
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